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                                Right option for smart school/college e platform.

                                MSP educare is an education app made to automate the school/college activites reduces paper work and communication gap.
									
								

        
                                
                                    SCHEDULE FOR DEMO
									
									
                                

								
							
								
                            

                            
                                A fair go to customize School/College Digitalization System

                                MSP educare provides a reasonable opportunity to customize School/College Digitalization System, with "SMART CAMPUS" as an end result.
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                        Understanding the features

                        
MSP Educare is an educational application mainly used to Automate School/college Activities, Reduce paper work and Communication Gap, in short converts your school/collge to a SMART CAMPUS.
						

						
Really! Does it Automate school/college Activity? How? 
						
Off course! it does.
						
It manages the school/college administrative tasks in which it stores, manipulate and process the data in a sophisticated way.
						Simplified anywhere, anytime access to the mobile application provides smooth functioning of academic process.
						The features doesn’t stop here, come-on lets dig into the depth:
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                        Launch Own Brand

                        In order to streamline your educational business operation, increase efficiency and reduce cost we come with the Web Application. 
						
In addition, the app will be launched using your school/college domain info. 
						
As all of us know web application plays a crucial role in branding process, the app goes a step ahead to provide cent percent branding. 


                        

                    

                

            

        

    
    
        
            
                
                    
                        Android and web versions

                        To make the communication gap between the admin, teacher and parents ease, we provide the user friendly  mobile application in both Android and Apple iOS.
						
The main features provided are namely,tracking online class/homework, sharing the important announcement, events, in addition we provide the inbuilt messaging system which supports parents and teachers to get a clear picture on what’s going on along with the performance of their children by bringing the data to your mobile.
						
Mainly, we provide the application with your school/college name, logo, which gives rich look and feel, easy to sort out by parents and staffs.
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                        Free Domain and Hosting

                        We feel happy and proud in introducing our talented team who are willing to serve you 24/7.
 Its time to reach the cloud, hence we support in providing the domain and hosting for free. 
Our team is client friendly, take up the request, solve it in minimal time and give the significant solution. And also monitors the checklist and ensures excellent, appropriate support. 
						

                    

                

            

        

    
    
        
            
                
                    
                        Free maintenance

                        We provide a free maintenance to our privileged customer for approximately 6 CR(ie.:Change Request) for each year followed by charging the minimal,affordable and reasonable price.
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                        Social media campaigns

                        We assist you with the education goal using the social media platform. 
						
By doing so, we support in Increasing website traffic, getting feedback from the users, and so on…
						
We help in shaping your goals, the messages and target audiences, increase your brand awareness,serve as a customer support channel for your customers.
						
Also mainly we create and maintain the campaigns in Facebook, Instagram, LinkedIn, Twitter and so on for free of cost.
						

                    

                

            

        

    
    
        
            
                
                    
                        No cost upgrade

                        We don’t stop over here, in addition to the above multiple support to the clients, we also pen down the inputs/requirements, analysis, give life to the ideas and provide an expected/highly appreciable outcome product free of cost. 
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                        Low Annual cost

                        We value your money and business,hence we provide the application free for 6 features to have a hand on and to feel the benefits of application. Followed by charging lowest and resonable cost.

                    

                

            

        

    
    
        
            
                
                    
                        Instant support

                        We understand the timely service, like timely gift is double in value. So we come up with the instant support. 
						
Based on client’s request, we automatically identify, diagnosis and resolve the issue instantly.
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                        Benefits of MSP Educare

                        
                            Interested in knowing the profit/gain of MSP Educare you are about to attain!!!
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                            school/college Admin

                            
                            Our Comprehensive system takes care of major tasks in school/college, reduce human error and maintain reliability.
                            

                        

                        
                            Best features

                            	Homework
	Attendance
	Events
	Online Classes
	school/college Announcements
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                            Teacher

                            
								All teaching and non teaching activities are managed effectively with minimal paper work and time.
                            

                        

                        
                            Best features

                            	Homework
	Attendance
	Events
	Online Classes
	school/college Announcements
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                            Parent

                            
                            Parents get real time updates of school/college and children in form of online classes, time table, fees detail and so on...
                            

                        

                        
                            Best features

                            	Homework
	Attendance
	Events
	Online Classes
	school/college Announcements
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                            Admission

                            MSP educare gives you a simplified admission module, provides more lucidity and reduces human error/mistakes
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                            Online Class

                            Online class has became an essential one during the pandemic days. Henceforth we give hand to move towards latest technology
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                            Notice Board

                            MSP Educare's announcement module never fails in sharing an information at the exact time.
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                            Attendance

                            Student and staff attendance system gives clear picture of attendance percentage and leave management
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                            Homework

                            Homework is a vital part in student life. MSP Educare gives smooth experince while handling this module
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                            Fee

                            Fee module tracks records of students past, future, and current fee billing details with facility to print

                        

                    

                

            

        

    
    
     
    
        
            
                
                    
                        What our client say

                        
                            "Word of mouth is more powerful and best medium of all." 
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                                        Firstly i wish to show my gratitude to MSP Educare system for backing me up during the pandamic situvation.
										The application they provided at time supported in many ways in handling the adminstration. 
										Their features like Scheduling and sharing the Online, homework details, attendence record in few clicks,
										managing the announcement and notification, etc... were so much helpful.
										As they mention, the team is so friendly and supportive in taking up our feedback,request and deliver te feature at time.
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                                            SPROUT ACADEMY

                                            Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia
                                        

                                    

                                

                            

                            
                                
                                    
                                        As a teacher,this application helped me alot in scheduling the online classes, homework and tracking attendance.
							               The handling of the application has become so easy and time effective.Thank you MSP-Educare team for making my work easy.
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                      Want to launch our app?

                      Launching our application can be done in 3 simple and easy steps.
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                            Book on Appointment

                            Booking an appointment is as simple as ABC. Please do click on the below "Book an Appointment" icon.
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                            Meet Technical person

                            Our technical team is awaiting to support you in exploring and setting up the application on your behalf.
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                            Launch your app

                            Please provide few necessary details namely logo,domain info etc... to launch the app and website in school/college name.
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	     Register Free Trial
    

  


 
	 
        
            
                
                    
                        Download Our
 MSP Educare Application

                        Feel free in downloading our application from google playstore and IoS App Store.
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                        ABOUT US

                        We named MSP EDUCARE, school management software designed to manage day to day activities of school. We go AHEAD and convert the current school into smart school with plethora of eschool platform. MSPEducare is fully integrated school management software, this system creates a centralized pool of data which can be accessed by any authorized user from anywhere. 
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                        SERVICES

                        	CUSTOM SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT
	Web Design and Development
	Ad Concept and Internet promotions


                       
                    

                    
                        CONTACT

                        
						   Malaysia: Menara Sentral Vista,L7-3A,   150 Jalan Sultan Abdul Samad,   Brickfields, Kuala Lumpur, 50470. 

						
						   India: MSP GROUPS, 
 #5/310, Thenur, Perambalur,
 Tamilnadu,India, 621716 
 
						   GSTIN : 33BQLPM2709J1ZQ 

						
                        
						   +91-93635 63653

						
						
						    info@mspgroups.com
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                Teacher

                
				Admin:
                
We understand the effort admin puts to ensure that the organization runs smoothly, by also manage facilities and staff. Here comes MSP Educare which ease your responsibility by automating the repeated task, so that the human error can be minimized. Also we provide the channel to share the messages, announcements, events and so on instantly.
				
Along with the already mentioned one we also provide the following features namely:
				
	Notification
	New Admission procedure
	Effortless Fee Payment
	Billing
	List providing Teachers,Parents details and so on ... 



				

				Teacher:
				
“The Art of Teaching is the Art of Assisting Discovery” – Mark Van.
				
In order to increase your time in assisting discovery, we MSP Educare provide the application which supports you in utilizing the time of paper work into your students improvement discovery.
				
So that apart from usual tasks you can show up more and become an appreciable, role model to your student.
				

				

				Parent:
				
In this computer era, its highly necessary for both the parents to work to handle the family. During this tough time, MSP Educare along with the admin support, is willing to give hand to parents in taking care of your children mainly reducing the communication gap between the school and you.
				
By which the parents can know about the children attendance, events, homework, online class and so on…
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